Praise The LORD!

This exclusive edition of the repentance and holiness publication is designed to address some key issues that have of late become pertinent in defining the very core of Christian salvation as we know it today. It marks the eleventh production in a sequence of periodicals that have continued to intrepidly journal GOD’s Oracles for this hour, ever since the historic inauguration of this giant ministry of repentance & holiness. This special version however presents a novel assemblage of virtuous oracles whose primary objective is to address some serious concerns that have lately defined the current flawed condition of the church. Moreover, it also contains a collection of novel articles of prophecies that have today shaken the earth to its very core, upon their accurate fulfilment. The formidable events that have been diligently chronicled here include the fulfillment of prophecies that foretold the coming of severe distresses such as the dreadful global Ebola outbreak, the emergence of the Islamic State (ISIL), the war in Syria, Libya, among others. This exceptional publication also presents a one-of-a-kind profound insight into the historic and monumental December 31st 2012 visitation of the CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD that descended upon the Kisumu revival meeting. It is a landmark visitation that has today become yet another vivid reminder that the coming of the Messiah is a reality that the inhabitants of this post-modern earth have to grapple with, since it has definitely drawn nearer. In addressing the message that the CLOUD OF GOD has brought into the tabernacle of Christian worship, this magazine goes a long way to underscore just how near the close of time has drawn, and the need for Christian believers to change their course back to a holy living. And because the periodic recurrence of divine incarnations is a part of GOD’s creative enterprise, signs such as the visitation of HIS CLOUD are carefully imprinted into GOD’s Grand Master Plan for the church. In all this, it is noteworthy that sages, through their awakened soul intuition, are the ones who can read these heavenly inscriptions, and if it be in accordance with GOD’s will, that such a future constellation of events be made known to men, they then prophesy in plain and at times in veiled revelation. This is indeed one of the ways in which the LORD assures HIS children of HIS awareness of their perpetual need for HIS presence amongst them. Moreover, of the glorious coming of the Messiah, several references are cited by devout Seers including the Prophet Isaiah. That rather HE chose to make HIMSELF known through the divinity in worthy instruments, the LORD fashioned a form in which HE then designed to dwell among HIS creation through Christ Jesus the LORD, and now this MIGHTY CLOUD OF HIS GLORY. This form has today been revealed in the presence of the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY that visited Kisumu on December 31st, 2012,
thereby forming the theme of this scroll. Consequently, this visitation of the CLOUD OF GOD being celebrated here, greatly highlights that divine intercession to mitigate the law of cause and effect, by which a man suffers awful penalty for his errors, was indeed at the very heart of the mission of the love that Jesus came to fulfil. Whilst Moses may have brought the law from GOD to man, by emphasizing the awful justice that befalls wilful heedlessness, Jesus on the other hand overruled that, when HE came to demonstrate the forgiveness and compassion of GOD, whose love is a refuge even from Exacting Law. Thus in arcane terminology, the message brought by this CLOUD OF GOD, does vividly evince the highest degree of divine realization, that makes known to man the deep esoteric truth that was experienced and transferred at the Calvary Cross. However, today the Holy Spirit presents this truth taught by Jesus, from the point of view of an inward intuitive realization through this visitation of the CLOUD OF GOD. “Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do”; with these astounding words, Jesus placed HIS signature onto a unique life that enthroned HIM everlasting on the altar of worshipful hearts, as the incarnation of GOD’s loving grace and compassion of forgiveness. The GOOD SHEPHERD OF SOULS, then opened HIS arms to all, indeed rejecting none, and with HIS universal love convinced the whole known wide world to follow HIM on the blood-stained path to eternity. This HE achieved through HIS lasting example of sacrifice, renunciation of sin, forgiveness of mistakes, love for friend and enemy alike, and the Supreme Love for GOD ALMIGHTY, above all else. Such a monumental visitation of this calibre, is what hence testifies that Christ Jesus indeed lived among men as one of them, that they too might one day learn to fear GOD ALMIGHTY, and hence receive an invitation of entry into the kingdom of GOD. In a build-up to this, now GOD THE FATHER has today come to live in the Tabernacle of men, in order to navigate them through a holy pilgrimage to heaven. To the extent that mere mortals like the church can now cope with life of unsolvable mysteries of this CLOUD, and in an inscrutable universe created by the Omnipotence of GOD; this offers yet
another classic moment when the earth is once more confronted with the question of total submission to the Supremacy of GOD THE FATHER. It must have surely taken the BLOOD of Jesus for GOD ALMIGHTY to openly reveal unto mankind HIS Divine Blessing in this CLOUD. Of the OMNISCIENT essence of HIS OMNI-PRESENCE, would indeed an overwhelming challenge be, were it not for HIS divine Emissary Jesus, who came to earth to unveil the voice and authority of GOD THE CREATOR whose epico visitation has now befallen the church. For the guidance of errored man, the LORD Jesus did this in order that one day the sinful church may also qualify to enter the wedding feast of the Lamb, not by their works but by HIS unmatched compassion of Grace.

Indeed, the visitation of the CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD chronicled in this remarkable Oracle, is the pure testimony that Christ, the beloved Son of GOD didst embark on a storm-tossed sea of prejudiced minds, and their cruel-thought waves bitterly lashed HIS tender heart, yet prevaieth HE at the end of it all (Isaiah 53:1-12). And yet in it all, it is a resounding testimony that the trial on the Cross scored an immortal victory of humility over force, and soul over flesh, thereby reconciling man with his CREATOR. It marks a particular fête on the Cross at Calvary, that finally permitted the GODHEAD HIMSELF to descend in the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY on that December 31st, 2012, in order to testify that the coming of the Messiah has drawn close. By mercies unspoken, now the LORD rescinds secrecy, and comes forth in PERSON in this CLOUD OF HIS GLORY to alert mankind of the preparedness hour in the nigh. Truly, this titanic visitation of the GODHEAD HIMSELF in the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY is what holds the key to revealing the sagacious compassion of GOD’s Agape love, for today’s sinful and fallen church, their insubordination notwithstanding. Again, like it was at the inception of Jesus in the Bethlehem manger, when the fullness of the time was come to redeem them, that which was under the curse of sin, GOD has now sent this end visitation of the CLOUD that the church might receive the adoption of sons. But in conjunction with other visitations enlisted here, the CLOUD OF GOD also resounds a clarion call to repentance, because when the fulfilment of the promised return of the Messiah tarried, the church has recently gone adrift into sin, as though they enjoyed a form of vile impurity. Here too, our memories are indeed rekindled of the refreshing time in Israel when the systems of heathenism were eventually losing their hold upon GOD’s people, and common men of common occupation were weary of paganism, and the occult of the day. What particularly rendered exhausted the Israelites with the occult of the day, was the fact that such vain religions were deeply entrenched in pageants and fables, and yet lacking in real substance that can quench the thirst of a dying soul! With the realization that eternal doom was now dawning large, they wept so aloud from the inside of their hearts, while longing for a form of religion that would one day satisfy the deeper hunger of their desperate souls. While the Light of the truth seemed to have departed from among the Israelites then, there were nevertheless some devout remnant souls who engaged in a relentless pursuit for that Light. It is this remnant meek that were particularly filled with a profound sense of perplexity and sorrow, especially having encountered JEHOVAH their GOD in the past, and the full glamour of HIS power. The present-day church too finds herself in this weary place at which she is virtually exhausted of the current allegories and empty rhetoric in the pascal Sunday services of prosperity that today reign high at the pulpit. For Israel, the more this darkness consummated in the House of the LORD, the more they were thirsting for the knowledge of their Living GOD and for some little assurance of life beyond the graves. In today’s church, worship services have greatly
degenerated into large-scale stage-production that chiefly represent legendary and traditional events, and Hollywood-style tableaux in which the holiness requirements of the LORD have now become less important than the dramatic spectacle of human entertainment! This intervention by the CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD HIMSELF is what greatly attests to the fact that church services have indeed largely deteriorated into worldly elaboration of pomp and colourful processionary displays, that celebrate ceremonial value, rather than the true righteousness worship in the Holy Spirit. It is thus the abominable sin of idolatry that has today entrenched the shedding of large sums of cash at the pulpit, in the hope that the worshipper would retrieve some kind of benefits down the line. It is this Vegas-style of casino churching that has hoy the holiness requirements of the LORD have now become less important than the dramatic spectacle of human entertainment! This intervention by the CLOUD OF THE GODHEAD HIMSELF is what greatly attests to the fact that church services have indeed largely deteriorated into worldly elaboration of pomp and colourful processionary displays, that celebrate ceremonial value, rather than the true righteousness worship in the Holy Spirit. It is this abominable sin of idolatry that the present-day House of the LORD has committed, thereby killing the worship in the hearts of the believers. It is thus the reason that when the LORD remembered the church once more, and the greatest sacrifice of the Cross that HE already lavished her with, HE literally came down HIMSELF in the CLOUD OF HIS GLORY on that December 31st, 2012 to underscore the eternal gains that were achieved through that suffering. This has since become the greatest milestone yet, and a watershed moment of hope and renewal in the church. It is indeed a great privilege for the LORD to launch this exceptional issue as the Center Mouthpiece of heaven, at this most critical hour in the history of Christianity. Therefore, the exclusive platform that this scroll provides, particularly exalts this monumental visitation of the CLOUD OF GOD as the true masterpiece of the religion of the Cross. The descent of this most celebrated CLOUD OF GOD from heaven marks a historic juncture that calibrates not only our time, but also highlights the tail-end of GOD’s prophetic timeline, and the ticking-away of the countdown towards the coming of the Messiah. In HIS unrelenting conversation then, it is truly incredible that the LORD has now fashioned and fully established unto HIMSELF this portal as the main conduit of instructing the present-day church world-over. Thus, not only has this channel become an important conduit for transmitting HIS sacred oracles, but also a novel means of effectively disseminating HIS repentance INSTRUCTION to the present-day church that she may one day meet the essentials that heaven holds so dear for rapture. It thus presents a significant challenge to the present status-quo of apostasy in the church, and indeed underscores a fundamental shift in the heavenly realm owing to the fact that the visitation of this CLOUD no doubt comes as a serious command to the House, regarding preparing the way for the coming of the Messiah. To this end, all the revelation in this publication have been specifically geared to facilitate the return of the present-day Christian back to the cherished purity, righteousness and a holy lifestyle, as GOD’s irreducible benchmarks for entering the rapture. It is these godly virtues that go a long way to form the central cornerstone upon which Christian spiritual growth towards maturity can be achieved within the Body of Christ in these perilous last days. Additionally, the conversations outlined here also clearly highlight the dreams and visions of GOD MOST HIGH, with the deliberate purpose of calling man’s attention to the significance they relay on the need to embrace the most critical holiness reforms in this endtime dispensation. It hence presents this portal as a unique podium of its kind, for the re-anchoring of the message of repentance back to the core of church, as the only central dogma for delivering righteousness back to the hearts of the believers. While post-modernism may
have entrenched its ugly footprint into this present generation, it is however even much more deplorable to see that the indelible salvation of the Cross, has equally been dented! The preaching of money for earthly prosperity is what has today largely defined the major hallmark of the present-day pastor and made their ministries culpable. The overall consequence of this apostasy, and lack of deliverance, is what has birthed out a blameworthy church that has steadily and consistently drifted away from the core values of the LORD. As a result, today all actors in the church appear to have sidelined the original holy salvation of the Cross and the Blood, and opted for a modern mellow gospel of prosperity which inevitably does not abate sin. Instead of preaching holiness which is GOD’S writ to humanity, the clamour for quick earthly gains has today robbed the LORD of worship, and become the central creed of the believer’s hymn. It is this false doctrine of money that has today fully installed spiritual numbness in the church, to the extent that sexual immorality at the pulpit is no longer abhorred as an abomination, and goes on virtually unrebuked in this modern church. Not surprisingly then, sexual sin has therefore infected and spread wide into not only the congregation, but also the pulpit. False prophets and false apostles have equally chiselled their mark on this generation by claiming the mainline trademark of the present-day church. While sexual scandals at the pulpit have become the order of the day in the current church of Christ, witchdoctors on the other hand have not been left out in so far as the defiling of the body of Christ is concerned. This spiritual decomposition has particularly been aggravated by the escapist and non-committal liberal theology that is being churned out in all bible and theological colleges. Unfortunately, this is the decayed message that is being vigorously dispensed across all the global christian television networks. As a result, the poor flock have been compelled to at times consider consulting witchcraft in an attempt to fill-in for the short falls of the vain gospel of prosperity. Therefore, in view of the above decay and fetid corruption in the church world-over, one can plainly say without fear of contradiction, that this magazine indeed offers a unique voice of last-resort, for the much needed correction and restoration. If only today’s body of Christ could recognize the voice of repentance, then she would without a doubt experience a robust overhauling of her salvation, and overcome the menacing whims and cunning schemes of this world. This is what will hold the key to the ultimate deliverance and restoration of holiness into the hearts of the present-day believers. It is a key that if well adhered to, would access the reinstatement of both the integrity of christian salvation, and the consequent entry of the church into the glorious Kingdom of GOD. Thus, the main focus of these holy oracles is to prepare the Church into a righteous, holy and blameless bride of Christ that befits the marvellous works the LORD Jesus deposited at Calvary. Only such a faultless church has the capacity to wield a countenance that testifies to the decorum, and total shunning of sin, that the LORD Jesus experienced and transferred at the Calvary Cross. Such a shunning of sin is what would once more reinstate the lost glory and integrity of christian salvation, and hence ignite forth that most awaited endtime revival of holiness, world-over. This is just how GOD ALMIGHTY intended that HIS visitation of this hour becomes catalyst for preparing the way for the glorious coming of the Messiah.